
 

THE EXECUTIVE CENTRE EXPANDING TO MEGURO 

New Centre opens in “Meguro Arco Tower” this Autumn 

[JAPAN, 1st July 2020]  

The leading premium flexible workspace provider in Asia Pacific, The Executive Centre 
(TEC), is set to open an additional Centre in Tokyo’s Meguro Arco Tower this Autumn. This 
grand opening further expands The Executive Centre’s strong foothold in the Japan 
market following the recent expansion of Roppongi Hills North Tower in September 2020. 
TEC has already built a robust presence in Tokyo and Yokohama and these latest 
expansions are in response to a remarkable increase in demand for TEC’s premium 



workspaces. The new “Meguro Arco Tower” Centre will feature bespoke Japanese designs 
bringing their high-quality and luxury ‘look and feel’ to life for their growing global 
membership of more than 27,000+ Members. 

TEC’s New Centre located in the latest major hub for international companies, Meguro 
Arco Tower 

Meguro Arco Tower is a premium office complex with a strong tenant profile including 
many international corporates and local organisations. The building is located within 5 
minutes walking distance from Meguro station, which provides easy access to all of Tokyo’s 
central business districts and faces the beautiful riverside and has stunning views of the 
famous Meguro cherry blossoms in Spring. 

Opening in October on Level 7, the new Centre is spacious and artfully designed with a 
total of 2,845 sqm of space and consists of approximately over 500 workstations. In line 
with TEC’s premium design philosophy, this new Centre will offer the very best in terms of 
both aesthetics and functionality. The design of the new Centre integrates nature into the 



office space. Inspired by the traditional principles found in Japanese aesthetics, harmony 
with nature are perfectly articulated throughout the premium design of the new 
workspace, from the circular gates to the Coworking booths, natural elements such as the 
use of wooden and stone flooring, flooring with pebbles representing unity and harmony 
can be found.   The Centre includes a thoughtfully designed Barista Bar area and lounge 
which is served by an onsite barista who prepares freshly brewed coffee. Additionally, 
distinctive TEC elements such as Timothy Oulton furnishing, Herman Miller chairs, 9AM 
height-adjustable standing desks and Cisco telephone systems are all part of the premium 
design elements of the Centre. 

The launch of the new Meguro Arco Tower Centre and expansion at Roppongi Hills North 
Tower demonstrate TEC’s confidence in the flexible workspace industry and the strong 
demand for their products and services from a growing global Member base. TEC is always 
on the lookout for prestigious locations in Japan and beyond, with a strategic expansion 
map for Japan, China, Hong Kong, Korea, India, Singapore, Taiwan and Vietnam in the near 
future.  
  

About The Executive Centre

The Executive Centre (TEC) opened its doors in Hong Kong in 1994 and today boasts over 135+ Centres in 32 
cities and 14 countries. It is the third largest flexible workspace business in Asia with annual turnover in excess 
of US$275 million.


The Executive Centre caters to ambitious professionals and industry leaders looking for more than just an office 
space – they are looking for a place for their organisation to thrive. TEC has cultivated an environment designed 
for success with a global network spanning Greater China, Southeast Asia, North Asia, India, Sri Lanka, the 
Middle East, and Australia, with sights to go further and grow faster. Each Executive Centre offers a prestigious 
address with the advanced infrastructure to pre-empt, meet, and exceed the needs of its Members. Walking 
with Members through every milestone and achievement, The Executive Centre empowers ambitious 
professionals and organisations to succeed.


Privately owned and headquartered in Hong Kong, TEC provides first class Private and Shared Workspaces, 
Business Concierge Services, and Meeting & Conference facilities to suit any business’ needs. 




For more information please visit our website. 


https://www.executivecentre.com/en-jp/?utm_source=Online&utm_source_lvl_1=PR&utm_source_lvl_2=PressRelease&utm_source_lvl_3=JapanMeguro_EN

